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LLP, Toronto, Canada

Although pharmaceutical counterfeiting
has not, historically, been a problem of
significant magnitude in Canada, with
counterfeit health products on the rise
globally, fraudulent drugs are increasingly
showing up in Canada’s supply chain, not
only through unregulated Internet sites,
but also through legitimate licensed
pharmacies. For example, in August of
2015, US government prosecutors
indicted online Canadian pharmacy
Canada Drugs Ltd. on an array of charges,
including the sale of counterfeit versions
of the cancer drug Avastin to doctors
across the United States.  

Until recently, Canada did not have an
effective regime for enforcement against
counterfeit pharmaceuticals and other
counterfeit goods.  However, Canada’s
anti-counterfeit regime recently received a
significant overhaul with the coming into
force of Bill C-8, the Combatting
Counterfeit Products Act (the CCPA). The
CCPA, which was part of a broader set of
significant amendments to Canadian
copyright and trade mark laws, introduced
a number of sweeping changes aimed at
providing trade mark and copyright
owners with new ammunition to challenge
counterfeit goods.

New Civil Causes of Action and
Criminal Sanctions

Among the changes introduced to the
Trade Marks Act by the CCPA is an
expanded definition of infringement, as
well as an express statutory prohibition
against the unauthorized importation and
exportation of goods bearing a trade mark
that is “identical to, or…cannot be
distinguished in its essential aspects from”
a registered trade mark. New criminal
sanctions relating to registered marks
were also added, making the sale,
distribution, possession, importation or
exportation of counterfeit goods a
criminal offence subject to substantial fines
and/or possible jail time.  

New Border Provisions

As a corollary to the express prohibitions
against importation and exportation of
counterfeit goods, Canadian customs
officers have been granted expanded
powers of search, seizure and detention.
An IP rights holder – that is, a registered
copyright or trade mark owner – may
obtain targeted assistance from the
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
by filing a “Request for Assistance” which
sets out its trade mark rights (and/or
copyrights) and requests border officials
to detain commercial shipments suspected
of containing counterfeit goods. If

suspected counterfeit goods are
discovered, customs officers are permitted
to temporarily detain the goods for a
period of five days, in the case of
perishable items, and ten working days for
non-perishable items, and to exchange
information about the items detained with
the IP rights holder. To extend the
detention period, the rights holder will
need to bring a court action to enforce
Bill C-8’s prohibitions on counterfeit
goods bearing a registered trade mark
(and/or pirated works that infringe
copyright), and provide notice of the court
action to the Minister before the
detention period expires. 

Border officers also have the ability to
provide registered copyright and trade
mark owners with samples of the detained
goods for inspection, as well as other
identifying information about the goods to
assist the registered owner in deciding
whether to initiate legal proceedings
against the importer or source. 

Best Practices for Brand Owners

Since most of the new enforcement
mechanisms apply exclusively to registered
trade marks, brand owners, particularly
brand owners whose goods are subject to
counterfeiting, such as pharmaceuticals,
should carefully review their trade mark
portfolios to ensure that they have the
necessary trade mark registrations in
place to enable them to take advantage of
the new regime, both in terms of the
marks protected, as well as the scope of
the goods protected.  Brand owners
should also give consideration to
proactively filing RFA forms with the
CBSA, particularly given that there is no
cost to do so (although the cost of
storage of any goods seized or detained
will eventually be borne by the registered
owner). Finally, since a registered owner is
only provided a short window of time in
which to consider the detention and
whether to initiate legal proceedings, any
rights holder who files an RFA should have
established procedures in place for
reviewing detained goods quickly and
deciding what, if any, action to take.

Chile
Bernardita Torres Arrau, Porzio,
Ríos & Asociados

After five years of negotiations, Chile has
joined the Trans Pacific Partnership
Agreement (TPP).

The Intellectual Property Chapter of the
TPP includes new obligations for the
subscribing parties, which will have to be
harmonized with the local rules currently
in force.

For example, article 18.22 of the TPP
establishes that “No Party shall require as
a condition for determining that a trade

mark is well-known that the trade mark
has been registered in the Party or in
another jurisdiction, included on a list of
well-known trade marks, or given prior
recognition as a well-known trade mark”.

However, article 20 letter (g) of the
Chilean Industrial Property Law
establishes that “may not be registered as
marks (…) identical marks or marks that
graphically or phonetically so resemble
one another as to be confused with other
marks registered abroad for the same
products (…), insofar as the latter marks
enjoy fame and renown in the relevant
segment of the public that usually
consumes or seeks out those products
(…) in the country of origin of the
registration”.

Therefore, according to the TPP a well-
known mark would have to be recognized
and protected in Chile, even if it has not
been registered abroad. Nevertheless, up
to this date the Trade Mark Office has
only has rejected new applications on the
basis of foreign well-known marks, if
during the opposition proceedings it has
been proved that the foreign mark is
registered at least in its country of origin,
being at the same time famous and
notorious among consumers.

Once the TPP comes into force, the
Chilean Trade mark Office will have to
adapt the procedure of recognition of
well-known marks in order to comply
with article 18.22 of the Agreement.

India
Ms. Samta Mehra, Remfry & Sagar

Trade marks concerning medicinal and
pharmaceutical preparations usually
undergo strict examination, and their
similarity to prior marks is adjudged
keeping in mind the doctrine of dangerous
consequences. While disparity in goods is
usually considered a valuable defence to
objections on relative grounds, this
argument is rendered challenging
vis-à-vis pharmaceutical/medicinal goods
given the consequences involved and a
consumer driven perspective unwilling to
compromise on adverse effects. It also
means precedents differentiating between
medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
are scarce. In this context, the Bombay
High Court’s June 2015 verdict in
Indchemie Health Specialities Pvt. Ltd v
Intas Pharmaceuticals Ltd. is a significant
one.

The plaintiff, Indchemie Health
Specialities Pvt. Ltd., manufactured
pharmaceutical preparations treating
iron deficiency and had been selling
their product under the mark Cheri
since 1987. On learning of the
defendant’s (Intas Pharmaceuticals
Ltd.) use of Multi Cherry (since 2012)
for multivitamin supplements, the 
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BARRIER is no barrier to 
registration of DNA Barrier
Chris McLeod, Elkington and Fife LLP, London

In Case O-123-16 Mölnlycke Health
Care AB v Mologen AB (7 March 2016),
the UK Intellectual Property Office
(IPO) has rejected an opposition by
Mölnlycke to an application to register
the word mark DNABarrier in classes 1
and 5.

Mologen filed its application on 17 June
2014 as a designation of a WIPO
registration.  On publication for
opposition purposes in October 2014,
Mölnlycke filed opposition on the basis
of several earlier UK and EU trade mark
registrations of BARRIER covering
goods in classes 5, 10 and other classes,
arguing that the marks were visually,
phonetically and conceptually similar,
that the respective goods were similar
and that its earlier mark had enhanced
distinctive character through use in the
UK.  Mölnlycke detailed its use in its
evidence, claiming use in the UK in
relation to surgical drapes for at least 40
years and total sales of over GBP £280
million from 2004 to 2014.

The IPO’s hearing officer held that
Mölnlycke’s claim that the respective
goods could be used in “close
proximity” lacked specificity.  He was
therefore unable to detect any similarity
other than in relation to the earlier
registration covering goods in class 5
and the goods covered by the
application.  Considering first the class 1
goods covered by the application -
chemicals, proteins, enzymes, nucleic
acids etc. – the hearing officer held that
these did not compete with and were
not complementary to Mölnlycke’s class
5 goods, namely plasters, dressings,
compresses, swabs and the like.  Turning
to the class 5 goods covered by the
application, the hearing officer held that
these were either identical or similar.

The hearing officer then considered the
average consumer.  On the basis of the
General Court judgment in

Mundipharma AG v OHIM, there were
two groups of relevant consumers,
namely members of the public and
professionals.  Members of the public
would display a low degree of care
when selecting inexpensive goods such
as disposable pads, and a high degree of
care when selecting goods for use on
the person or for ingestion.
Professionals would pay a high degree of
attention in relation to all goods due to
the necessary elements of the selection
process.

Comparing the marks, the hearing
officer concluded that they had a medi-
um degree of visual and aural similarity
because the earlier mark was contained
as an identifiable element in the later
mark, but that the DNA element of the
later mark reduced the conceptual
similarity to “medium at best”.

Turning to the evidence of use, the
hearing officer held that most of this
was in relation to goods in classes 10
and 25 and that none of it was in
relation to goods in class 5, adding that
the word BARRIER must have a very
low degree of inherent distinctiveness
for class 5 goods which may act as a
barrier.

In conclusion, the hearing officer held
that the medium degree of similarity
between the marks resulting from a
shared element which, at best, had very
low distinctive character, was insufficient
to lead to direct or indirect confusion.
He therefore rejected the opposition
and awarded costs to Mologen.

This decision is not surprising when
considering the facts and in particular
the use of the earlier marks, in relation
to which the evidence enabled the
hearing officer to find in favour of
Mologen in relation to marks which on
first sight might well appear sufficiently
similar.
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Ms. Samta Mehra, Remfry & Sagar

It is common practice in the
pharmaceutical industry to derive names
of drugs from their chemical compounds
and this often results in co-existence of
similarly named medicines. At the same
time, it is well-established that trade mark
law envisages stricter examination of
marks in respect of medicinal and
pharmaceutical preparations as
infringement/passing off here not only
causes economic loss but can also have
hazardous health consequences. Extreme
caution has to be exercised in such cases,
more so, in a polyglot nation like India
where diverse scripts are used and a
significant segment of consumer base is
uneducated. The recent judgment of Win-
Medicare Private Limited (plaintiff) v
Galpha Laboratories Limited (defendant)
highlights these issues, amongst others,
and emphasizes that public interest is
paramount. 

The plaintiff, registered proprietor of the
trade mark BETADINE in India in relation
to pharmaceutical preparations, was
manufacturing and selling a Povidone-
Iodine combination since the year 1990
under a distinctive trade dress comprising
of a white background with dark blue
lettering prominently featuring a two
stripe mark accompanied by the
trademark BETADINE appearing on the
label. When it learnt that the defendant
had filed a deceptively similar mark
BECTODINE-M in Class 5, the plaintiff
opposed the application in 2013 upon its
advertisement. Subsequently, on noticing
use of the mark BECTODINE by the
defendant with a similar get up as that of
the plaintiff ’s products, the plaintiff
instituted a suit for permanent injunction
asserting its prior and well-established
rights in the trade mark, trade dress and
copyright. 

An order of ex-parte ad interim injunction
was granted by the Delhi High Court on
14 November 2014. Thereafter, an
application was filed by the defendant for
vacation of the ex-parte interim injunction
and the said application along with the
application for interim injunction was
argued before the High Court at length. 
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The defendant submitted that
BECTODINE was honestly coined by
taking prefix BECT from BACTERIA and
suffix ODINE from the generic molecule
IODINE. It countered that ODINE was a
publici juris word and no one could claim
exclusivity thereon, as was also evident
from over 700 trade marks with the suffix
DINE subsisting on the Trade Marks
Register. The defendant also pressed for
having acquired rights over their mark by
continuous use since 2006 on which basis
it sought co-existence with BETADINE.

The court applying the anti-dissection rule
held that the marks BETADINE and
BECTODINE when compared in entirety
are confusingly similar. Further, it held that
the defendant adopted the mark
BECTODINE being fully aware of Plaintiff ’s
trade mark BETADINE which is evident
from the similar packaging and trade
dress. Given the malafide adoption, the
court was of the view that no amount of
subsequent use would protect the
defendant’s rights in the dishonestly
adopted mark. The court also upheld
plaintiff ’s rights in the color scheme and
layout not only as a trade dress but also
as a novel and unique artistic work and
held that the defendant also infringed the
plaintiff ’s copyright. 

The order of ex-parte interim injunction
was confirmed by the High Court vide
order dated 4 January 2016.

Serbia 

PETOSEVIC

Serbia is drafting a new trade mark law,
which aims to introduce the opposition
system. If adopted, the main changes that
the new law would bring are as follows:

Observations

Under the current law, the Serbian IPO
can consider the written observation of
any interested party that objects to the
registration of a trade mark on both
absolute and relative grounds for refusal.
Although trade mark examiners are not
required to take written observations into
consideration, they have generally
seriously considered them.  Under the
draft law, any natural or legal person can
file a written observation, only on
absolute grounds, within three months
from the trade mark application’s
publication date. This person does not

become party to the proceedings. The IPO
must take the written observation into
consideration and send it to the applicant,
who may then submit a written response
within 15 days.

Oppositions

According to the draft law, the IPO will
conduct formal and substantive
examinations on absolute grounds. The
substantive examination on relative
grounds (earlier rights) will be conducted
only if an opposition is filed. Namely, the
holder of an earlier trade mark or a well-
known trade mark (regardless of the list
of goods/services), the licensee, or the
holder of the earlier right to an
individual’s name or image, copyright or
industrial property right, can file an
opposition based on relative grounds for
refusal within three months from the
application’s publication date. The trade
mark will not be refused if the holder of
the earlier trade mark or earlier right
explicitly consents to the registration of
the later mark. Therefore, the draft law
clearly separates the absolute and the
relative grounds for refusal.

Registration Certificates

Obtaining a trade mark registration
certificate is optional under the new draft
law. The certificate is issued at the request
of the trade mark holder and upon filing
the proof of payment of the prescribed
fee.

Ukraine 

PETOSEVIC

The Ukrainian law to ratify the Protocol
amending the TRIPS Agreement
(Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights) entered into
force on 12 March 2016.

The Protocol will take effect upon its
acceptance by two-thirds of the WTO
members, in accordance with the
provisions of paragraph 3 of Article X of
the Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the
World Trade Organization (WTO).
According to a decision of the WTO
General Council of 30 November, 2015,
the period for acceptance was extended
to 31 December 2017.

The Protocol aims to make it easier for
developing member countries to receive
more affordable, generic versions of

patented medicines, as it allows exports of
medicines made under compulsory
licenses to countries that are unable to
manufacture them. Originally, compulsory
licensing was to be authorized primarily
for supplying the domestic market.

Therefore, Ukraine will be able to issue
compulsory licenses both to export drugs
to other countries as well as to import
the drugs it needs. Most likely Ukraine will
act both as an exporter and an importer.
The adoption of domestic regulations
implementing the details related to
compulsory licensing will follow later,
closer to the date when the Protocol is
expected to take effect. 

Ukraine

The draft law on amendments to the
Customs Code of Ukraine has recently
entered the parliamentary procedure. It
aims to harmonize the local customs
legislation, particularly the provisions of
Part XIV (IPR protection during the
movement of goods across the customs
border of Ukraine) with the
corresponding EU regulations.

If adopted by the parliament and signed by
the president, the draft law will enter into
force on 1 January 2019, three years after
the entry into force of the Ukraine–EU
Association Agreement (1 January 2016).

The draft law aims to:

• Expand the list of protected IP rights;

• Expand the list of persons who may 
seek IPR protection;

• Provide new definitions of terms and 
concepts such as “goods that infringe 
IP rights”, “counterfeit goods”, “pirated
goods”, etc.;

• Establish a procedure for preventing 
IPR abuse during foreign economic 
activities, namely during the movement
of protected goods across the customs
border (export / import / transit of 
such goods);

• Introduce a destruction procedure for 
small batches of goods suspected of 
IPR infringement, in line with the small 
consignment procedure (EU customs 
enforcement regulation No. 608/2013).
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On 23 March 2016, the 4th Circuit issued
an opinion in Belmora LLC v Bayer
Consumer Care AG & Bayer Healthcare
LLC, holding that brand owners need not
own or use a trade mark in the United
States in order to have standing to bring a
federal suit for unfair competition in cases
involving misrepresentation.  

This case involved Bayer Consumer Care’s
sale of a pain reliever in Mexico under the
trade mark FLANAX. Bayer does not own
a US trade mark registration for FLANAX
and does not sell FLANAX products in
the US  Instead, Bayer markets a
comparable naproxen sodium pain reliever
in the US under the trade mark ALEVE.
Without Bayer’s authorization, Belmora
LLC began selling a naproxen sodium pain
reliever in the US under the FLANAX
mark in the same trade dress as Mexican
FLANAX and registered the FLANAX
mark with the USPTO.  Belmora marketed
its product to Mexican-Americans and
implied through advertising to its
distributor and retail customers that
Belmora’s FLANAX was the same as
Bayer’s Mexican FLANAX.  Bayer objected

to Belmora’s use and registration of
FLANAX as a misrepresentation of source
and petitioned to cancel Belmora’s
registration.  

After the Trademark Trial and Appeal
Board of the USPTO granted Bayer’s
petition to cancel Belmora’s trade mark
registration for FLANAX, both parties
brought suit in federal court. The District
Court granted Belmora’s motion to
dismiss Bayer’s claims and reversed the
USPTO’s cancellation of the US
registration for FLANAX, essentially
finding that a brand owner must use a
mark in the US to protect its rights.  The
Fourth Circuit in turn reversed the
District Court and found that Bayer did
state a claim against Belmora for passing
off, unfair competition and false
advertising, as well as for cancellation of
the registration for misrepresentation,
even though Bayer did not sell FLANAX
in the US. 

Relying on the Supreme Court’s 2014
landmark decision in Lexmark v Static
Control, the Fourth Circuit held Bayer’s
claims fell within the Lanham Act’s zone of

interest and that Bayer had alleged injuries
that were proximately caused by
Belmora’s actions.  The court noted that a
defendant who passes off its products as
the plaintiff ’s is liable under Section 43(a)
of the Lanham Act, regardless of whether
the plaintiff actually owns a US trade
mark.  The Fourth Circuit indicated
hesitance to hold for hypothetical brand
owners in the future who may assert an
unfair competition claim when only “a few
isolated consumers . . . confuse a mark
with one seen abroad,” clearly attempting
to draw some boundaries on the scope of
its holding.  

Brand owners who use different marks in
the US and other countries now have
support for policing cases of
misrepresentation and passing off in the
US.  It remains to be seen how far this
precedent will extend, for example, in
situations where the use of the marks is in
countries that are not as close to the US
as Mexico or Canada.   

[1] Members of the author’s firm represented Bayer
in this case.

As a British passport holder living in
France for more than 25 years, I am, as
you might imagine, more than a little
concerned by the upcoming United
Kingdom referendum on the 23rd of
June. Despite the appeal lodged by a
British WWII army veteran living in Italy,
all those of us who left the UK more
than 15 years ago are not eligible to
vote, even though our lives will be
directly affected by the outcome of the
vote.  Losing European Union citizenship

should the leave campaign be successful, like two million other
British citizens living in Europe, I will have to re-apply to reside in
the country my children call home.  

It begs the question: where have all the dreams gone?  The
student enthusiasm of my generation, embodied by the fall of the
Berlin wall in 1989, our desire to continue to better integrate
with our neighbours and the naïvety that the advantages we
could see would be appreciated by all. For trade mark
practitioners of course, the European Union trade mark
(formerly the CTM) was just one such ambitious goal.
Harmonisation and a structure which enabled new member
states to continue to join the system on an equal footing did not
seem utopian at the time.  This mechanism continues to evolve

and remains much admired around the globe as a positive
example of a level playing field for competitive activity.  

The deeply anguishing times we live in today are no worse than
those my grandparents knew: millions of displaced people
throughout the continent and beyond, more migrants than we
have recently witnessed.  And yet, having lost so much and so
many loved ones, they all, whatever their nationality, wanted to
rebuild something anew and to aim for an ideal.  How is it that
today, sharing what we have with others has become nigh-on
impossible?  How can we reverse this tendency for those that
come behind us? Thankfully, the PTMG family continues to build
the bridges that politicians seem incapable of doing and our
shared common interest overrides all other individual
considerations.

Nonetheless, within the PTMG committee, we have our own
Brexit to adjust to as we say good-bye to Rosina Baxter of
Benckiser, a long standing committee member whose first
meeting took place on 28 September 2005.  I understand that we
shall have the pleasure of her company in Oslo and who knows,
we may even be able to continue to pick her brains for the
catchy conference titles she has penned in the past.  Meanwhile, I
know I speak for all in wishing her a happy, healthy and
well-earned retirement.

Vanessa
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Editorial: BREXIT, what else?

US Update 
Jonathan S. Jennings, Pattishall, McAuliffe [1] 
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